End of Summer Newsletter
Hello from everyone here at Pate and Smith
Investment Group. We hope you have enjoyed
your summer and that all your family and
friends are and have been safe and healthy.
We really do appreciate you and thank you for
referring your family and friends to us.
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As I begin writing this newsletter I have just returned from a trip to the
mountains of North Carolina for an extended weekend. It was beautiful
there. The daytime temperatures were in the upper 70’s and the nighttime
temperatures were in the lower 60’s. It rained for a short time one evening
just before dark. That was a perfect time to enjoy just sitting on the front
porch of the cabin and enjoying the sound of the rain on the tin roof along
with the soothing sound of the water rushing over the rocks and down the
creek in the front yard.
Up the highway about a mile from the cabin the paved road ends and splits
into two narrow dirt and gravel roads. A little distance further these roads
split off into numerous paths that only ATV’s and UTV’s can handle. These
paths take you up into the tops of the Black Mountains some of the
tallest mountains in the eastern United States.
My son, his wife, my grandson and I took an ATV and a side by side UTV
up into the lush green forests. We traveled through streams and by many
waterfalls. Our ultimate destination was an old mica mine at the top of one
of the mountains. My grandson Trey was riding with me on my side by side.
He kept saying: “I want to see a bear.” I had told him that I had seen two
bears in two different locations a few weeks earlier in the same area. He
got his wish. As we went around a sharp curve, there in the middle of the
path about 20 feet ahead stood a large black bear staring straight at us. I
slammed on brakes and slid to a stop. We looked at him as he looked at
us, then he ran up the mountain in a burst of speed. It was great to see the
look of surprise and then pleasure on Trey’s face. That one event made a
lifelong memory for both of us.
Speaking of a lifelong memory, in 1993 my friend Keith and I went on an
adventure to the mountains of Chiapas Mexico. Our plan was to meet
up with a native Mayan friend of mine that lives in Tulum and then travel
together with him hundreds of miles into Southern Mexico. The area we
were about to travel to was a bit like traveling back in time. It reminded
me of the wild west but in a very tropical setting with beautiful trees,
flowers, birds, butterflies and unusual animals, like the jaguar.
Keith and I flew into Cancun, rented a car and headed to Miguel’s house an
hour and a half south of the airport. When we arrived at Miguel’s, his wife
greeted us in Spanish and told us that Miguel had gone to Mexico City for
training and wouldn’t be back for a week. In 1993 Miguel had no phone and
could receive no mail.

Today anytime I want to talk to my friend Miguel I can text him or call and
reach him in a few seconds. It was a different time then. Communication
was a problem. Keith and I were disappointed. We had planned on Miguel
keeping us out of trouble on our adventure as well as enjoying his
companionship. Miguel’s first language is Mayan so he speaks fluent
Mayan. He is also fluent in Spanish and English. The Mayan and Spanish
we would need as very few people in the areas we planned on traveling
spoke English. You need to understand that we were about to travel into
an area that not even my friend Miguel had ever traveled. Keith spoke
no Mayan and no Spanish. I spoke a few words of Mayan and a little
Spanish. We were forced to reconsider. Should we continue or change our
plan? We decided to go for it. I said a prayer and we headed out.
Our first stop on the trip was amazing. About two and half hours south from
Tulum we began seeing the most beautiful lake I had ever seen. Lake
Bacalar is over 40 miles long and is fed by underground streams which
cause it to be crystal clear. The colors of the water have some of the same
beautiful shades of blue that the Caribbean ocean has along with other
pretty colors. It is known as the lake of seven colors. Lake Bacalar may be
the most beautiful lake in the world. When the skies are sunny and clear it
has a celestial glow that looks as if the finger of God touched it and
made it glow. You can only see the glow if you are there; but, do yourself a
favor and google pictures of Lake Bacalar.
We spent the night at Laguna Bacalar Hotel, that looks as if it is made of
sea shells. Even the ceiling was decorated with sea shells. The lights over
the beds were inside huge conch shells. The bathroom was decorated with
sea shells inside of clear acrylic. After we soaked up the beauty of this area
we headed for the Mayan ruins of Palenque in Chiapas about seven hours
away. As we neared the area we began to see the lush green tropical
mountains.
Palenque is one of the most impressive Mayan ruins of all with amazingly
detailed architecture, a mountainous setting, clear streams and waterfalls.
We were able, to go inside one of the pyramids that you can no longer
enter. Our journey into another world began with a climb up the pyramid’s
narrow and very steep steps. It was a hot sunshiny day as we climbed
about 60 feet. Then we entered a secret shaft that was not found until
1952. Down we went into the cool darkness.

There was just enough light to see the slick shininess of the limestone
steps. I wondered if they were polished by the thousands of Mayan
footsteps that had gone up and down them as they came to pay tribute to
King Pacal, who was buried there.
As we reached the bottom of the steps we could see the huge
sarcophagus. It looked to be about 6 feet wide and 10 feet long with
beautifully carved stone lid that had to weigh thousands of pounds. It was a
thrill to be there and see this and all the other sites at Palenque.
Next on our destination was Agua Azul river. Believe it or not this may be
the most picturesque river in the world. The crystal-clear waters flow
down through the tall cloud forest over white limestone and in the bright
sunshine the water is a beautiful light blue falling over waterfall after
waterfall. You will be amazed if you google pictures of Agua Azul river in
Chiapas. I wish I could tell you about all the amazing things we saw and did
on this trip but space is limited on this newsletter. I will share a couple of
events that quickly got our attention in that wild and scenic area.
I failed to tell you that prior to our leaving on our trip to Chiapas we had
heard that there was an uprising going on there. As we left Agua Azul
and headed for San Cristobal De Las Casas it was another amazing warm
day in the mountains as we rode down the road with no cars in sight. We
passed locals selling bananas and men carrying huge bundles of dry wood
on their backs that they had collected form the forest. They use this wood
to cook with and to warm themselves during the cool nights. We came to a
very remote area where we no longer saw people walking along the sides
of the road. Keith was driving as I was looking around trying to take in all
the sights. Suddenly I noticed a big green truck behind us. It was a military
vehicle and on top was mounted a large high caliber machine gun. On
each side of the manned machine gun were soldiers with what appeared to
be M16’s. They were all scouring the mountains around us for something.
Then it hit me that they were looking for rebels. I immediately told Keith to
get off the road as quick as he could and he did. We waited there until we
felt it was safe to continue. The remainder of our ride through the
mountains to San Cristobal was peaceful and safe.

We only had one other instance that was a little concerning. On our return
trip, we noticed that a small group of young men had created a makeshift
barricade with tree limbs and were trying to flag us down with an orange
rag. They didn’t appear to have guns or uniforms and just looked like they
were up to no good. This time I was driving and told Keith I was not
stopping. I put the pedal to the metal and shot right thru their barricade
without incident. No shots fired and no one chased us. We made it back
safe and sound with lifelong memories and great stories to tell our children,
grandchildren and friends.
Can we play it too safe in life? Some would say no. I say yes! We can
never be completely safe. There are risks all around us. One of my
pleasures in life is the blessing of being able to drive a vehicle and driving
on the highways is one of the most dangerous things we do, especially
today with cell phones. We should intelligently weigh out the risks in life,
say a prayer, and then go for it as safely as possible spending everyday
thankful for every good thing in our lives. You may or may not have
noticed; but, I wear a bracelet on my right arm with symbols on it. I call it
my “thankful bracelet.” I wear it to remind me to be thankful for every good
thing in my life. Every time I put it on, feel it, see it, touch it or think about it,
I am reminded to be thankful.
I am thankful for the opportunities I have to help people invest for the
future, pay less for the insurance and pay less taxes. When helping people
invest their money, safety is our number one priority. We have searched for
and are constantly looking for the best Guaranteed Investments available.
The Best Guaranteed Investments
We still have the 5-year Guaranteed investment with $4.25% for the first
year and 3.25% for years 2 thru 5. Let’s say you have $300,000 to invest
for 5 years. Which would you rather have at the end of 5 years $355,432 or
make 1% and have $315,000. I think I know the answer, so give us a call.
What would you do with an “extra” $45,000? Buy a new car? Travel?
Fund a child or grandchild’s education? We can invest any amount over
$10,000 in this investment. We have other investments that guarantee a
higher rate of return if a portion of the investment can remain invested for
longer than 5 years.

Guaranteed Personal Pension Builder Growing at 7%
Where else can you get 7% growth? Think about the power of a personal
pension. Never run out of money and spend with confidence.
With this investment, you keep the balance of your cash value while you
draw your pension and in the event of your death the cash value goes to
your beneficiary. If you are required to go to a nursing home your pension
is guaranteed to double.
Guaranteed Death Benefit Maximization at 6%
If your main concern is protecting your beneficiary or beneficiaries we have
an investment that will guarantee 6% growth as a death benefit for up to 10
years or to age 85.
New Guaranteed Life Insurance Pays Your Beneficiaries If You Die
and or Pays You While You Are Alive – Cancer, Heart Attack, Stroke,
Nursing Home
You may be able to convert to the new life insurance that guarantees you
coverage up to age 120 and do more for you if life throws you a curve ball.
Find Out If You Are Paying Hundreds of Dollars Maybe Even
Thousands of Dollars Too Much Each Year For All Types of Insurance
We have a way of helping you shop your insurance and have great
success in helping our clients save a lot of money.
Save Money on Taxes
In our office, we have over 100 years of experience dealing with
investment, insurance and tax saving questions. It is to your benefit to take
advantage of that knowledge and wisdom. There is no charge for a
consultation.
Free Chiropractic Care
As a client or family member of a client you can get unlimited free visits
(for as long as our gift certificates last, we have a lot and they are still
coming) to Dr. Kevin Baker that has an office in our building complex. Get a
body tune up and stay tuned!

Your Source For Medicare and Medicare Open Enrollment Questions
Medicare Open Enrollment is form October 15 to December 7. Eugene
Smith in our office can help you enroll or change companies to save
money. Also, if you or someone you know is nearing age 65 their
enrollment window is from the 3 months prior to their 65th birthday until 3
months after your birthday month. Eugene can answer questions and help
you enroll for the first time, as well as find the best medicare supplement
and drug plan.
We Need Your Help
We don’t charge fees like many other financial advisors so we are
dependent on your referrals of family and friends for survival. Thanks again
to all of you that have done so in the past.
Have a wonderful Fall Season.

Ron Pate
www.pateandsmith.com

